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For counselors, pastors, women's ministry leaders, and any Christian woman who wants a

user-friendly quick reference guide to Scripture, here is an essential resource! Scripture passages

are conveniently gathered under ninety topics that concern today's women, including adoption, birth

control, career, contentment, dating/courtship, depression, friendship, prodigal children, self-worth,

singleness, an unsaved spouse, worry, and more. Perfect for counseling or for personal study and

memorization, this revised and updated edition includes new topics and features an attractive new

cover design.
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The Quick Scripture Reference for Counseling Women is a great book. I have use this in counseling

sessions and the needed information was easy to find. I have also purchased this book as gifts for

other counselors.

What a wonderful book to have on hand with all the vital scriptures needed for so many situations in

life that a woman (or even a man) faces. I have given some copies of this book to family, friends and

young women college students to use in their walk of life, as they interact with other women.

I am a lay person who purchased this book during a very trying time in my life when I was anxious &

stressed. I went from the beginning to the end of the book copying scriptures on notecards that



spoke to my situation & brought me comfort from each section to include anxiety, depression, hope,

fear, disappointment, loneliness, suffering, trust, worry, & trials to name a few. I loved the

translations that were used for particular verses which came from NASB, NLT, & NKJV. I have read

& re-read those verses. The substantial stack of notecards remain on my desk for easy access

when needed.There is a wide range of topics to peruse. We do need to go to the scriptures when

we have a question regarding marriage, divorce, unbelieving spouse, gossip, grief etc. It helps to

have access to pertinent scripture that is easy to understand & is applicable.There was a sweet

spirit which rested on this volume which was well worth the purchase.

This is a wonderful, spiral-bound book that is an excellent resource for mentoring women. It's

divided by subject, such as Abortion, Abuse, Adoption, Adultery, Aging, Alcohol Abuse, etc. It

provides relevant scripture for each subject. If you are in women's ministry, this is an excellent

handbook to have.

Very handy guide to have. Verses provided for a great many issues that women face today. The

book is divided by subject (i.e. Divorce, Abuse, Broken heart, Codependency, Depression, eating

struggles, and many many more.) It also includes a handy guide at the beginning to help you know

ways that this book can be useful to you. It also has a very clear and concise guide for sharing the

plan of salvation and it does so in a very gentle way. I grew up hearing H3llfire, and Brimstone, and

it is nice to know that you do not have to try to scare people into trusting in God.Each section has

multiple verses, practical applications and includes a reference guide for each section with other

titles. 305 pages of handy help for you to help others.If you are looking to counsel women, I highly

recommend this book.

I just received this book a few days ago and I love it already. Not only does it have the obvious

alphabetically-listed topics with the appropriate scriptures, it lists the scriptures out so you do not

have to then go look them up. The books puts the scriptures into numbered sub-topics so you see

the relevance under that topic to match the context you are needing. Also, each section includes a

practical help section so you can not only reference the scripture, but also sound advice for practical

steps and reference materials for further reading. In this way, it's more than just a scripture

reference, its more like a counseling quick guide (very abbreviated, mind you). I would definitely

recommend this to any woman who is seeking a well organized and visually appealing reference in

her lay counseling (or for herself)! In fact, I am recommending it to all the women in my discipleship



training group.The one negative may be the rather flimsy plastic spiral binding of my particular copy.

I am not a fan of this type of binding, though it does allow you to lay the book open flat or fold the

section over to sit more easily in your lap while you read.

Great, compact resource for ministry. There are quite a few topics with great scriptures for each

topic. I would recommend to those ministering to women. The authors of this book also created this

for men and couples and youth as well.

This is a must buy resource if you are working with women in a counseling or women's ministry

program. The questions or problems most women present with are listed in an easy to find format.

The scriptures to use when dealing with a particular problem are listed. This is not an exhaustive list

but it does give a place to start.
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